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BullBear Index - Finishing the week at [9:1], bullish so far. Both indicators in green mode, thus, bar chart is in

dark-green mode, supporting correction as volatility is at ground zero. Large sideways taking place?

Dow Theory - As long as 105.20 holds, bulls dominate the long run, which leaves room for downside correction

without hurting the long run. On medium-term, as long as 115.55 holds, bullish cycle remains in place. Short-term

cycle remains bullish, pivot moving last week at 116.85.

Indicators - Weekly MACD above zero at this stage, thus, MACD is below its signal, supporting correction activity.

Daily MACD navigating currently around the zero level, not really keen to give strong clue about next move.

Indicators are rather neutral at this stage.

Driving Pattern - Without bearish divergence the trend remains your friend; bullish as long as 115.55 holds AND

with the above contracting triangle, we believe this market is in a clear sideways activity unless 120.85 or 115.85 is

broken. Then, there will be 500 pips to "eat".

Resistances - 119.15, 199.90, 120.45, 120.85, 121.85.

Supports - 118.30, 117.95, 117.15, 116.85, 115.85.

Trend - As stated above, the contracting triangle should drive this market for another couple of weeks, and the

logic behind such pattern is to sell near the resistance and buy near the support; then, follow the crowd as price

gets outside the triangle. We are neutral on this market, awaiting for that break. Long-term cycle suggests next

move will be on the upside (triangle being a continuation pattern, Elliottist would call it Wave 4); however, a

downside break would indicate a reversal trend. Range for now.
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